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Abstract 

The nature and risks of nuclear radiation are widely misunderstood from the most 

advanced society to the least sophisticated societies. Many view nuclear radiation 

as they view ghosts and spirits. People who fear what they regard as ominous 

phenomena generally have difficulty explaining why. This facilitates the 

promotion by scaremongers of irrational fear. 

During the era of nuclear weapons testing, radiation fear mushroomed. It endures 

despite the fact that, for over half a century, 450 water-moderated nuclear power 

plants delivered millions of terawatt hours of electricity without a single radiation 

fatality.   

Despite the proven safety of nuclear power, reactor costs continue to rise because 

designers have been intimidated by negative public sentiment fueled by generally 

uncritical media and anti-nuclear activism. 

Unsubstantiated LNT beliefs regarding nuclear safety slipped into general 

acceptance largely as a political strategy to reassure the public that they were 

being protected from radiation risk by the authorities. 

LNT holds that any radiation, no matter how minimal, is harmful to humans and 

possibly plants and animals. 

As time passed, scientific observation has shown that the LNT approach is 

seriously flawed, not just scientifically but economically.  Although low-level 

radiation turned out to be harmless, or even beneficial, LNT remained entrenched 

wisdom. 

The effect has been to drive up nuclear power costs substantially if not 

prohibitively thus retarding the advance of nuclear power globally, especially in 

Africa and other developing areas where nuclear power could improve lives and 

socio-economic conditions dramatically. 

Economic theory is at odds with LNT. The application of rational economic trade-

offs suggests that nuclear safety standards and thus costs should be lowered 
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substantially to the point where nuclear energy will be the cheapest, cleanest and 

safest source of affordable and sustainable power. Economic revision of LNT 

theory holds the key to the replacement of outdated superstition and regressive 

dogma with rational science and economics. 
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1 PRELIMINARY 

This paper has two main purposes, namely to address widespread misconceptions 

to the effect that (a) the LNT1 hypothesis, ALARA2 and the precautionary 

principle3 (jointly called LNT) have been scientifically validated, and (b) that LNT-

derived nuclear safety standards are justified. It is argued that LNT has the effect 

of rendering nuclear technology needlessly or prohibitively expensive in various 

contexts.  

The evidence suggests that nuclear energy is, by a substantial margin, the best 

means of satisfying much of the world’s future electricity demand. Nuclear energy 

appears to be world’s safest, most environmentally friendly and most sustainable 

source of bulk electricity. The evidence also suggests that nuclear for other 

purposes, such as nuclear medicine and decontamination, could and should if 

modest safety standards are applied, be much cheaper and more readily available 

especially in middle and low income countries. 

What concerns the authors is that LNT (along with exaggerated notions of risk 

generally) has the effect that billions of people are denied the copious benefits of 

cheap, reliable, sustainable, safe and environmentally friendly energy and 

radiation. Our thesis is that, if nuclear safety is assessed and applied rationally 

according to standards of safety applied in other contexts, nuclear energy will 

become the obviously preferable long-term choice for most electricity and related 

purposes.  

The scope of this paper is wide and ambitious. It challenges the long-standing 

notion that LNT is based on solid science; that LNT or anything like it, should 

inform nuclear safety policy; that nuclear for multiple purposes and contexts 

(propulsion, aircraft carriers, submarines, heat, desalination, irradiation, 

sterilization, diagnostics, radiation therapy, brachytherapy etc) are necessarily 

costly; and that so-called “nuclear accidents” or “disasters” justify more costly 

nuclear safety.  
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The authors suggest that irrationally high nuclear safety standards and thus costs 

are derived from misplaced propaganda, paranoia, emotion, fake news, junk 

science and false economics. The thesis is advanced that unwarranted 

assumptions of risk have driven the cost of nuclear medicine, radiation, heating, 

energy and the like needlessly high.  

We appreciate that we use some strong language. We believe the negative human 

and environmental costs of LNT, especially for resource-rich low-income countries 

and billions of poor people, are so extreme that strong language is justified.  

We suggest that LNT has become the orthodoxy by virtue of a classic “information 

cascade” perpetuated by “herding behavior” instead of science. It may be 

perpetuated innocently or in bad faith by powerful vested interests reaping 

immense benefits at public expense.  

This is work in progress. It is not a work of original or conclusive scholarship 

derived from primary research. It is, we trust, nonetheless rigorous and accurate. 

It seeks to integrate secondary sources and trite knowledge from disparate 

disciplines into a coherent whole, which establishes a positive, if not conclusive, 

case for the rapid and sustained long-term expansion of nuclear energy.  

By subjecting LNT and related hypotheses and assumptions to scrutiny according 

to the methodologies of other disciplines, the authors hope to contribute to a 

growing body of anti-LNT literature.  

In view of the length of this paper, this part amounts to an set of introductions. 

The missing substance is in the Appendix. It not a set of footnotes, but the full 

text. Most headings have only opening paragraphs to enable readers to decide 

whether to proceed to balance of the topic. As is customary in non-scholarly papers, 

sources are not provided for trite knowledge. 

2 ENERGY, A PRECONDITION FOR PROSPERITY 

The significance or value of energy, especially electricity, is not widely appreciated. 

One of the strongest relationships in social science is the correlation between 

energy and prosperity. The evidence suggests as conclusively as evidence gets in 

social science that societies cannot prosper without commensurate access to 

energy4,5. The authors are unaware of serious evidence to the contrary. The world’s 

poor and destitute masses cannot be lifted from poverty and destitution without 

substantially more energy. Nuclear may be the best if not the only truly safe, green 

and affordable long-term choice for countries, especially developing countries, in 

pursuit of environmental protection and prosperity. 

The index that coincides most with virtually every objective estimate or measuring 

of human and environmental well-being is GDP6. Basically, when countries are 

rich, virtually everything is better for virtually everyone by virtually every 

quantified criterion.  

The causes or determinants of prosperity per citizen (per capita GDP) are fairly 

well established. Countries with high scores on some country ratings tend to 
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prosper and ones with low scores generally stagnate or contract. The same 

countries tend to be clustered near the top, middle or bottom of every relevant 

index. Even more important than where countries are on these indices is the 

direction in which they are moving. Countries near the bottom and improving their 

scores tend to outperform countries near the top and slipping.  

What they all show is that, to prosper, countries need a few things in common: a 

relatively free economy, the rule of law, secure and freely tradable assets, and 

decent infrastructure. The indicative indices are (randomly) the Doing Business 

Index7, the Economic Freedom of the World Index8, the Human Freedom Index9 

the Freedom House Index10, the Competitiveness Index11, the International 

Property Rights Index12, the Country Risk Guide13, and the Index of Economic 

Freedom14. 

These sources read together suggest that country prosperity is theoretically easy 

to achieve. All a government must do to enrich its populace is increase the 

country’s score on one or preferable all of these indices.  

That the same countries tend to be clustered at the top and bottom of these indices 

is particularly instructive. It suggests that economic growth, prosperity and 

general well-being is a function of the extent to which government policies of 

countries at or towards the top are emulated, and policies that distinguish 

countries towards the bottom are avoided.  

Apart from the common characteristics of prosperous countries, one thing they all 

countries must if they want to prosper is energy sufficiency15.  

In short, the evidence shows beyond scope for informed debate that, while not 

being a sufficient condition for prosperity, substantial energy is a necessarily 

condition – no energy; no growth.  

Figure 1: Correlation between the global annual change in GDP and in 

primary energy consumption (1966-2013) 
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Figure 2: Regression test on global GDP and energy consumption 

between 1965 and 2013

 

Source: Figures 1 and 216 

Figure 3: Longer term correlation between the world GDP energy 

consumption (1800-2000) 
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Source: Figure 217 

3 RENEWABLE ENERGY (RE), HELP OR HINDRANCE? 

By virtue of their disproportionately high (direct and indirect) costs, solar and 

wind energy generated energy, which feeds into national grids for bulk supply 

purposes, especially wind energy, should we suggest, be regarded as a kind of feel-

good luxury or fad which relatively rich countries can afford (because they have 

sufficient backup and baseload fossil fuel and nuclear energy, but which are a 

burden which developing economies cannot afford.  

Middle and low income economies, we submit, cannot afford the luxury of RE for 

the simple reasons stated, that (a) most forms of RE are disproportionately costly 

(when all direct and indirect costs and subsidies are taken into account) and (b) 

wind and solar RE are feasible only if substantial and reliable (fossil or nuclear) 

backup or baseload are available.  

What renders RE prohibitive for countries in catch-up phases of development is 

that RE requires two parallel energy systems, one for when the sun shines and 

the wind blows, and one for when the sun sets and the wind calms. Middle and 

low income countries, on the other hand, have other priorities than the feel-good 

benefits of RE. They must have economic growth to migrate the living standards 

of the world’s poor billions towards those of its rich millions. They cannot afford 

the luxury imposed on them by neo-colonial energy-unfriendly policies generated 

by and for rich countries. 

RE is, in any event, a misleading, inaccurate and silly term for the concept. The 

sun (source of all wind and solar energy) is not renewing itself, it is burning itself 

into oblivion. Nuclear fuel will least as long, even if all electricity is derived from 

nuclear power. Nuclear is fully as ‘renewable’ as wind and sunlight. 
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4 LNT CRITIQUE 

4.1 What is LNT (Linear No Threshold hypothesis)? 

LNT holds that any radiation, no matter how minimal, is harmful to humans and 

possibly plants and animals (See FFigure 4). 

Figure 4: Cancer Risk vs Radiation Dose according to LNT 

 

The SI unit of the effect on humans of while-body ionizing radiation is the Sievert 

– symbol Sv – and represents the health effect of 1 joule/kg of gamma or beta 

ionizing radiation. According to LNT, exposure to 1 Sv imposes a 5.5% chance of 

eventually developing cancer, whether that exposure occurs in one hour or ten 

years.  

Mortality risk – LNT or otherwise – tends to be thought of as binary: lives ‘lost’ or 

lives ‘saved’. In truth all lives are ‘lost’ – everyone dies – and what is at issue is 

the extent to which lives are shortened or extended. While confirming our deed 

and sincere concern for terminally ill fellow human beings, and without expressing 

our personal relationships with terminally ill loved ones, it should be noted that 

‘fatal’ cancers shorten lives by anything from days or hours to many years or entire 

lifetimes. It is clear from evidence cited in this paper that LNT, even if true, 

implies relatively small reductions in life expectancy.  

It should also be noted that cancers, whether or not due to radiation, are not 

necessarily fatal. Without reducing life expectancy, they might impair the quality 

of life or incur health care costs. This is increasingly the case as cancer prevention 

and treatment techniques improve. The bitter irony is that far from nuclear being 

a health risk, nuclear medicine and nuclear energy make increasingly positive 

contributions to life extension and the quality of life. 
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Accordingly, even if LNT were true, its effects might be much less severe than 

imprecise language and standard LNT charts suggest. What a rational nuclear 

safety discourse seeks to clarify is the extent to which positive and negative effects 

of radiation affect humans.  

Living organisms developed about two billion years ago when background 

radiation was about 5 mSv/year, double the present average of about 2.5 mSv/year. 

At higher radiation levels than now millions of species evolved. Although 

background radiation during the past 300 million years was much greater than 

today, reptiles and mammals developed, culminating in the evolution of hominids 

about two million years ago. (See Figure 5)  

LNT contradicts the  evidence that living entities are not only accustomed to low 

level radiation, but might thrive on it (hormesis). The scientific basis for 

abandoning LNT has been provided by various experts18.  

Carol Marcus of UCLA has bluntly stated that “Scientifically, the LNT hypothesis 

of radiation damage is dead.“19  Jerry Cuttler and William Hannumhave called for 

an urgent need for change in NRC regulations, which are based on LNT20.  

Figure 5: Background radiation over the past 2 billion years of 

evolution. 

 

LNT presumes the sum of several very small exposures to have the same effect as 

single larger exposures (response linearity)21. (While Wikipedia may not itself be 

a scientifically recognized or scholarly source, the relevant sources cited in the 

preceding link are.) 
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Research in 2011 into the cellular repair mechanisms supports the evidence 

against LNT26. According to its authors, the study (published in the Proceedings 

of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America) "casts 

considerable doubt on the general assumption that risk of? ionizing radiation is 

proportional to dose". 

The evidence to date shows that humans are not harmed by radiation levels below 

700 mSv/year22. On the contrary, the evidence indicates that low level radiation is 

beneficial to humans (see Figure 6). This is illustrative. It does not purport 

scientific precision. It illustrates the alternative and more plausible hormetic 

evidence, which shows that radiation levels have to reach well over 1,000 mSv/year 

before they can be considered harmful.  

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_no-threshold_model#cite_note-pmid22184222-26
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Figure 6: Risk versus Radiation dose. 

 

 

Figure 7: LNT versus Data.

 

Source for Figures 6 and 7:23 JM Cuttler and WH Hannum: Current radiation 

protection limits: An urgent need for change, Nuclear News Sept 2017 
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How can it be that hormetic low-dosage benefits have been ignored despite 

overwhelming evidence since as far back as the 1950s? Whatever the reasons – 

they might never known with certainty. According to Cutter and Hannum plain 

facts were simply ignored. Despite how scientifically scandalous this is, it remains 

one of history’s darkest and most costly travesties of science, energy economics, 

and public policy. 

It has long been known that there are many areas where background radiation 

exceeds the world average of 2.5 mSv/year, and can be as high as six times the 

arguably excessive ICRP recommended limit for exposure to the public from 

artificial sources24 Some areas of Ramsar, Iraq, have natural background 

radiation levels as high as 260 mSv/year. “Neither cancers nor early childhood 

deaths positively correlate with dose rates in regions with elevated natural 

background radiation.”25 The good news is that “reduced cancer occurrence was 

reported decades ago for regions with elevated background dose rates”. 

 

Figure 8: Examples of some radiation "hot spots" from around the world 

 

 

Since there are no significant negative health effects from high background 

radiation, it must be assumed that prescribed limits are unjustified. There is no 

consensus on this matter. There are researchers who claim to have found 

countervailing results.  

There studies suggesting LNT and ones refuting it26. The latter are more 

compelling because they characterized by less ambiguity. From a cost-benefit 
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perspective, regardless of whether LNT is correct, all that varies is the degree of 

irrationality regarding nuclear safety. The margin is small if not irrelevant. The 

cost of avoiding a minimal number of cancers far exceeds the cost of risk-aversion 

in other contexts  

Part of the problem (addressed below) is the immense cost regulators using flimsy, 

uncertain or contentious evidence impose on humanity. They do not generally 

consider the cost to humanity of the excessive caution known as the precautionary 

principle27. There is no conclusive or compelling evidence that of any significantly 

increased cancer in high radiation areas, even where levels are one hundred times 

than global average.  

4.2 Harmful Radiation 

According to experimental evidence, acute radiation causes harm to the central 

nervous system, red and white blood cell formation, bone marrow and vital organs.  

CT scans expose people to much more radiation than natural background 

radiation in most places. One study concluded that there is likely to be one 

additional case of cancer for every 1800 scanned28. The study did not include 

patients with cancers soon after scans in case they had been scanned due to pre-

existing cancer rather than scan-induced cancer. What was not allowed for is that 

people who are scanned at all are more likely to be sickly than people never 

scanned. This was not adjusted for, which casts some doubt on the findings.  

One in 1800 is a low number, hardly sufficient to support LNT. On the contrary, 

refutes it, especially if the unknown, but real, sickly nature and possibly higher 

pre-existing cancer rate for people who are scanned at all is taken into account. 

The data could turn out to indicate no increased cancer, or even reduced cancer.  

Either way, the increased rate is so minimal as to suggest, as this paper does, that 

the overall benefits of nuclear energy far outweigh the risks regardless of whether 

LNT is valid29. 

On the contrary ceteris paribus (all other things being equal) there will be a 

threshold, perhaps 50 or 75 aspirins, below which no one will die, but everyone 

will be equally sick. There will be individual differences that will cause a band in 

which there will be uncertainty as opposed to a single point on the graph. The 

death rate will fall from 100% to virtually zero over a band of, perhaps, 10 pills.  

The pattern with LNT as with aspirin might be that between 75 and 100 aspirins, 

nearly everyone dies. Between 50 and 75, everyone will be very sick. Between 25 

and 50 they may be slightly ill. And below 25 headaches will be cured.  

If we replace aspirins in this thought experiment with units of radiation using the 

same illustrative numbers, a scenically legitimate alternative to the standard LNT 

line would show ceteris paribus zero damage to, say, 25 units, non-fatal cancer to 
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50 units, serious cell damage and cancer to 75, and death up to 100 for everyone. 

There are, in other words, various thresholds or bands within which impacts will 

be relatively uniform. LNT ignores likelihood completely. 

Reality entails bulges or fixed points. Ceteris paribus (everyone being identical etc) 

there will be no line or graph at all. At a specified dosage for a specified period the 

effect will be identical for all concerned, not some cancer or fatality percentage as 

LNT suggests. Everyone will die or get cancer at a fixed point. Below a fatal dose 

there will be no dwindling number of cancers or deaths. The gap between zero and 

100% will be small. Below 100% harm will plummet rapidly to zero. LNT implies 

a straight line with is not just unscientific, but manifestly implausible. 

4.3  “Fatality” and “Death” versus Reduced life Expectancy 

The propensity of anti-nuclear propagandists to mention “death” as if it is an 

instantaneous binary phenomenon (life or death) is misleading. A scientifically 

accurate formulation would refer to the extent to which life expectancy is reduced 

or extended or the quality of life impaired. The number of years, days or hours by 

which life expectancy is reduced by much higher doses than ordinarily allowed 

would strike most people as minimal. For instance, a 50% increased rate, might 

imply that average life expectancy for the 50% concerned being reduced from 75 

to 70 years. In other words, a mere 7% lower life expectancy. That is less than the 

life expectancy effects of such lifestyle choices as obesity, unhealthy food, smoking, 

drinking, unprotected sex, driving intensely or when fatigued, sitting for long 

periods or having a sedentary lifestyle. 

The evidence suggests that 700 mSv/year of whole-body radiation poses little risk.  

Thus if one were to be exposed to 18 Sieverts over a 26 year period, there would 

be insignificant risk, whereas that amount of radiation absorbed in one hour would 

be deadly (ie radically reduce life expectancy).  

4.4 Hormesis  

Hormesis is a theoretical dose-response phenomenon in which something, such 

heavy metals or ionizing radiation, that is harmful at moderate to high doses may 

be beneficial at low doses.  

One of the most remarkable aspects of LNT is that it endures despite powerful, if 

not overwhelming, evidence of radiation hormesis. Something as commonplace as 

salt or arsenic might be an essential nutrients, yet deadly in substantial doses. 

Water is obviously essential. Too much water drunk too fast can cause fatal water 

intoxication or poisoning30.    

Sources cited in this paper suggest that 700 mSv pa (subject to the limitations 

inherent in an annualized rate) is close to the neutral tipping point between 

hormetic benefits and cancer risks31. 

Whatever the true scientific tipping point or points might be, nuclear safety policy 

derived from the legitimacy of hormesis is clearly a more plausible. 
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LNT has various unscientific aspects. The most obvious has been addressed by an 

increasing number of critics. It is that there is obviously a threshold below which 

radiation is harmless and becomes hormetically beneficial.  

4.5 The Continuum Fallacy 

The idea that there is a linear continuum of risk is a fatal LNT flaw. LNT is 

presumed to be a single line or graph along which there will be a higher or lower 

number of casualties and fatalities. If we apply this logic to aspirins one of the 

LNT flaws is exposed.  

If we assume (for round numbers) that 100 people who all take 100 aspirins at 

once will all die we cannot assume, as LNT does, that here will be a straight line 

down to zero deaths on zero aspirins32. We cannot assume, for instance, that 50 

aspirins will kill half, 10 aspirins 10%, or that one aspirin will kill one person.   

There are other subtleties overlooked by LNT, such as the different rate of cell 

healing (repair or replacement) for different body regions and parts, background 

radiation levels, and the like. LNT is an embarrassingly crude and simplistic 

concept is a world of advanced science and sophistication. For LNT to exist in the 

nuclear context is a perverse anomaly that might be looked back on decades from 

now as an inexplicable aberration. It resembles voodoo more than science.   

This is not to deny that there are scholarly sources that appear to legitimize LNT. 

Although this is not a literature survey, we do feel entitled to suggest a striking 

difference between what might be regarded as pro and anti LNT sources. The 

former tend to be weak, as if LNT is read into the evidence to support a 

predetermined conclusion. The latter tend to be more obviously, at times 

overwhelmingly, consistent with the evidence, science and plausibility. Evidence 

that contradicts LNT is, we suggest, more commonly robust and unambiguous.  

Alarmism and scare-mongering sources rely on the notion that the body never 

repairs damaged cells and that they supposedly accumulate throughout life “each 

exposure to radiation builds up in our body and the risk of cancer increases with 

each radiation exposure.  So even though a single source of exposure to radiation 

is unlikely to cause cancer by itself, the combined exposures add up throughout 

our lifetime and increase our risk of cancer over time.” 

“The risk of developing cancer from a lifetime exposure of background radiation is 

about 1 in 100, or 1% of the population.”33 

Hirschberg and his colleagues used a Swiss nuclear plant to come up with such an 

estimate. They calculated34 that nuclear accidents in Europe can be expected to 

cost .007 lives per gigawatt year (1 million kilowatt years), compared with .12 lives 

for coal, .02 lives for oil and .06 for natural gas.35 
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What this and many other observations, some of which are cited in this paper, 

indicate is that radiation is probably far less hazardous than assumed by LNT, or 

generally assumed, even by pro-nuclear experts. It seems long overdue for LNT to 

be relegated to the hall of pseudo-science fame  

The Life Span Study36 compared two groups of residents following the Hiroshima 

and Nagasaki blasts, those who were away and those who were exposed. Roughly 

three-quarters were exposed to intensive radiation and about one-quarter were 

away at the time. By 2000, 42,304 of the people covered in the study had died. The 

comparison suggests that, of these, 822 “excess” deaths were attributable to 

radiation.  

4.6 The Time fallacy 

A second fatal LNT flaw is that it refers to exposure per year. This has no scientific 

validity. It lacks a critical dimension, namely period of exposure. LNT presupposes 

a uniform distribution of radiation exposure spread evenly over a year. It ignores 

the difference between exposure over time versus a year’s radiation in a single 

burst, or in periodic bursts, such as those administered in CT scans or radiation 

therapy treatments.  

Other than natural background radiation no one is ever exposed to uniformly 

distributed rates of radiation. Airline pilots experience increased radiation during 

flights. People in the vicinity of nuclear incidents might get many years of 

radiation in a few hours. At constant rates of radiation damage falling below the 

rate of cell repair of what would be a fatal dose would be entirely harmless. Where 

the aggregate amount of exposure is constant, radiation-induced cancer might be 

more or less likely with erratic episodes of heightened exposure, as with airline 

pilots and as opposed to the same exposure spread uniformly at a constant rate, 

as with people living in high background radiation place. LNT ignores this fact. 

To be scientifically valid, a table or chart of radiation risk would have to make it 

possible to establish the effect of a given intensity of radiation for a given period. 

Since LNT is unidimensional it is inherently unscientific. It does not distinguish, 

for instance, between the effect of exposure to 500 mSv in one minute, hour or one 

month, compare with the same exposure spread uniformly over 50, 75 or 100 years. 

What might be harmful or deadly over a short period is likely to be harmless, or 

at least less harmful, if spread evenly over a long period.  

4.7 The Uniformity fallacy 

Still more information is needed to establish a legitimate indicator of risk. An 

apparently reverse effect might arise under specified conditions. Intense doses in 

short bursts might be harmless even if the same cumulative total over a long 

period would be harmful or fatal. Radiation-free gaps might allow for cell 

replacement and repair before ensuing bursts of exposure. People who visit highly 

radioactive sites, such as Chernobyl or Fukushima, for short periods presume this 

as opposed to LNT to be true. They might visit the Chernobyl or Fukushima site 

for a few hours harmlessly whereas the same quantum of radiation spread 
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uniformly over a year in a house a few hundred meters further from the epicenter 

might cause fatal cell or DNA damage.  

4.8 The Healing Rate fallacy 

Yet another LNT flaw is the whimsical reference to annual rates of exposure. This 

is entirely arbitrary. LNT could equally refer to a 100 year or one hour rate, 

neither of which would make sense. Reliance on an annual or other constant rate 

presupposes implausibly without scientific proof that once radiation damage 

occurs, it is never repaired or replaced. Since cells are continually being replaced 

(at differing rates per body part or region) over time, differing effects must be 

attributed to differing rate and periods in at least a two-dimensional matrix. An 

exposure rate of 10 mSv for a year would be 1000 mSv in 100 years. What natters 

is not the total amount of radiation but when during the period concerned there 

were high or low rates of exposure.  

4.9 The Collective or Cumulative dose fallacy 

The “collective radiation dose” idea implies that ionizing radiation is stored in the 

body.   What matters is (a) whether the intensity is enough to harm cells (“effective 

dose”), (b) whether it does so at a rate that exceeds the rate at which the body 

repairs radiation damage, and (c) whether it impacts life expectancy significantly.  

Radiation is like light. When a light is on, lights waves enter a room. When it is 

switched off, the room is in darkness. Once a body or object is no longer being 

irradiated there is no residual radiation in it. The only sense in which there might 

be cumulative effects is implicit in LNT, namely the idea that harm done endures 

for life, and more harm is added to it. This LNT notion has endured despite it being 

inconsistent with biology and observation.  

Radiographers, radiologists and physicians are taught correctly, without 

necessarily knowing the science behind it, that patients should not be irradiated 

frequently in close succession. They might ask patients “when last” they were x-

rayed or how often recently. The implication is that x-rays long ago are not 

relevant because radiation damage will have healed.  

4.10 The Inconsistency Fallacy 

The equivalent of LNT is not, as far as we know, found in other contexts except, 

perhaps, regarding tobacco smoking. Although no LNT-type line characterizes the 

tobacco discourse, established supposedly scientific mantras imply one. The same 

flaw might be present. Just as anti-nuclear dogma informs LNT, anti-tobacco 

dogma might deny the presence of smoking thresholds. It seems probably that 

there is a threshold below which tobacco molecules are relatively harmless and 

another above which considerable harm is inflicted. A more honest, scientifically 

valid and effective tobacco policy might be, like a legitimate nuclear policy, to 

acknowledge and publish the reality and legitimacy of thresholds. Apart from 

tobacco, we are unaware of anywhere else where the irrationality of LNT prevails.  
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Put simply, nuclear plants are not an eyesore, they are small and usually 

inconspicuous, they occupy very little land, they produce waste which is disposed 

of safely and invisibly, and they have a negligible environmental impact. 

Solarfarms cover huge, often previously pristine, areas. Windfarms are huge and 

conspicuous. As ‘bird choppers’, they kill specific types of birds, some of which are 

rare or endangered. They interfere with an unknown number of environmentally 

sensitive processes, such the distribution of pollen, butterflies, insects and moths. 

RE must, as stated, be backed up by other energy sources, or by prohibitively costly 

and environmentally extremely unfriendly batteries. Water batteries are 

extremely costly and seldom feasible where needed.   

Coal-fired power is cleaner than generally realized, but, unlike nuclear, it requires 

expensive mining, waste dumps, transport infrastructure, and more. Hydro power 

requires huge dams where rivers happen to be big with bottlenecks suitable for 

massive dam walls. Billions of tons of concrete must be manufactured in huge 

factories from materials mined in huge mines. Fertile silt which might have 

enriched soil below is buried forever beneath dam water, and gradually reduces 

dam capacity.   

Nuclear wins the environmental impact assessment contest so overwhelmingly 

that a new breed of nuclear advocates has emerged. The environmentally friendly 

nature of nuclear is attractive to a growing number of former opponents, including 

distinguished wildlife experts37.  

“Nuclear power is one of the least damaging sources of energy for the environment, 

and the green movement must accept its expansion if the world is to avoid 

dangerous climate change, some of the world's leading conservation biologists 

have warned.”38 In an open letter, 65 biologists supported the call to build nuclear 

power plants “to protect wildlife and the environment”. They explicitly urge 

Friends of the Earth and Greenpeace to start supporting nuclear because it is 

uniquely green in every relevant way. 

5 NUCLEAR IS SAFEST 

All things considered, nuclear is the safest source of electricity for distribution 

purposes. There might be a few peripheral contexts in which other energy is safer, 

such as a water mill, but for the purposes of nationally distributing electricity to 

homes, farms and factories, nuclear is safer by an immense margin that plausible 

alternatives. Taking all they could into account it turned out that “even when 

including seemingly catastrophic incidents such as Chernobyl and Fukushima in 

the calculations39, the math says that the amount of energy generated by nuclear 

is so vast that it more than outweighs these incidents over the long-term” 40, 41, 42.  

Many people find this hard to believe, and anti-nuclear fanatics insist that there 

are countless nuclear deaths denied by experts and official sources. People who 

want to believe exaggerations for whatever reason cannot be helped. For those who 

take serious sources seriously, the numbers are roughly as follows. 
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Energy 

Source 

Deaths per 1,000 

TWh 

% of Global Primary Energy Supply 

(2015) 

Coal 100,000 28.1% 

Oil 36,000 31.7% 

Natural Gas 4,000 21.6% 

Hydro 1,400 2.5% 

Solar 440* <1% 

Wind 150 <1% 

Nuclear 90 6.9% 

   

Source: 43  

 

Death rates from air pollution and accidents related to energy 

production, measured in deaths per TWh.  

Brown coal 32.72 

Coal  24.62 

Oil  8.43 

Biomass 4.63 

Gas  2.82 

Nuclear 0.07 

These figures include deaths resulting from accidents in each case44. 

It could be argued that these numbers understate fatalities for the simple reason 

that they do not include all sorts of peripheral fatalities such as people killed in 

mining, materials processing, transport and so forth all through the value chain. 

If such indirect deaths are added then the safety advantage of nuclear will be even 

greater for all sorts of reasons that will be obvious from a moment of reflection.  

Note that even the inclusion of Chernobyl leaves nuclear safer than rooftop solar. 

The gap would be greater if travel to and from sites, mining, manufacturing and 

the like are added. We are unaware of any comprehensively inclusive estimate. 
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World Energy Source Death Rates 

  
deaths 

per TWh 

deaths per 

GWy 
  

Coal - world average 161  1410 26% of energy, 50% of electricity 

Coal - China  278  2435   

Coal - USA  15  131   

Oil  36  315 36% of energy 

Natural Gas  4 35 21% of energy 

Biofuel/Biomass  12  105   

Peat 12  105   

Solar (rooftop) 0.44 3.85 less than 0.1% of energy 

Wind  0.15  1.31 less than 1% of energy  

Hydro  0.10  .88 European death rate 2.2% of energy 

Hydro (incl. Banqiao)  1.4  12 
About 2500 TWh/yr (171,000 

Banqiao)  

Nuclear  0.04  .35 5.9% of world energy 

Source: 45 

 

6 NUCLEAR IS THE ‘GREENEST’ (ENVIRONMENTALLY MOST BENIGN) ENERGY 

SOURCE.  

There is no serious debate about the fact that nuclear energy is the most 

environmentally benign energy source by a very substantial margin. Belief in 

climate change is “forcing some environmentalists to back nuclear power”46 .  

It is clear from the preceding analysis that nuclear is significantly safer than anti-

nuclear propaganda suggests. There is legitimate, albeit limited, scope for debate 

regarding radiation safety. There is, however, no scope for informed debate about 

nuclear’s environmental superiority. Nuclear produces no CO2 or other 

‘greenhouse’ gasses. Apart from nuclear ‘waste’ (more accurately unspent or 

residual fuel), nuclear entails virtually no waste. There are no decommissioned 

windfarms to dispose or, there is none of the elaborate cost and infrastructure 

needed to maintain solar and windfarms, no noxious emissions have to scrubbed 

or endured, minimal mining and transport are required and so forth.  
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Dispatchable systems, like gas, coal, nuclear, thermal, biomass or hydro, generally 

deliver power constantly, on demand, 24/365. Intermittent systems, like wind or 

solar, involve so-called system effects. “System effects”, according to an OECD 

study, include “intermittency, network congestion … greater instability … the 

natural environment (and) security of supply”47. Intermittent versions of RE, 

mainly wind and solar, must be supplemented by and integrated at considerable 

cost into some kind of back up system. The study reveals the substantial 

integration of costs in Germany, Denmark, Australia and other countries known 

to be  by RE-friendly. It identifies “hitherto unaccounted for impacts (of the) 

increased costs for transport and distribution grids, short-term balancing and 

long-term adequacy.” RE is “significantly” impacting the viability of dispatchable 

power. 

Put simply, dispatchable electricity (coal, gas, nuclear etc), being reliable, has high 

value, whereas non-dispatchable electricity (wind, solar etc), being unreliable, has 

negative (low at best) value. When the full cost of wind is taken into account, 

electricity would typically be cheaper if wind turbines on a grid were removed.  

The system cost, not the dispatch cost, of RE is the most significant cost, Incredible 

though it might seem, this fact is ignored or suppressed by pro-RE energy 

modelers. This explains why, despite being told that solar and wind costs are 

coming down, the price of electricity keeps going up as more RE is tagged onto to 

the grid.  

In anticipation of there being no wind or sun, stand-by generators are kept 

running so that there can be instantaneous wasteful and stressful ramping up and 

down of back-up generators. Apart from extra generators, power lines and 

transformers not included in LCOE calculations must be built at third party 

expense48.  

Paul Jaskow and others point out that the myopic LCOE metric ignores time 

effects associated with matching production to demand. This happens at two levels 

(a) dispatchability, or the ability of a generating system to come online, go offline, 

or ramp up or down, quickly as supply and demand swings erratically and 

unpredictably with RE and (b) the extent to which the availability profile matches 

or conflicts with the demand. 

 

7 ECONOMICS OF ENERGY, RISK AND UNCERTAINTY 

This brings us to the part of this paper with which nuclear experts might not be 

familiar and, in our view, establishes the case for substantially reduced nuclear 

safety standards.  
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Economics appears to many outside the discipline to be impenetrable. Like most 

disciplines it is characterized by jargon and turgid literature. There are, however, 

many economics books written by leading economists that explain economics in 

simple language readily accessible to any reader49. Economics, especially ‘micro-

economics’, addresses everyday choices people make about everything. Deciding to 

brush your teeth instead of watching TV is an economic choice because it 

exchanges what you value less for what you value more – it is a ‘positive trade-off’. 

Every voluntary purchase occurs because consumers prefer the products and 

services exchanged and suppliers prefer the money spent. 

Most coal and uranium resources are in low-income countries. Such countries can 

be expected to question the good faith of anti-nuclear and anti-coal propagandists 

funded directly and indirectly by governments of wealthy countries some of which 

are characterized by renewable energy industry (RE) capture.  

Since RE advocates generate much or most anti-nuclear sentiment, and since RE 

has had a virtually free ride in the widespread but deeply flawed belief that it is 

environmentally benign, there is a need to draw attention to the costly 

implications of the notion.  

7.1 Levelized cost of energy (LCOE) mythology 

The standard basis for assuming RE is affordable flows from estimates of the 

‘Levelised Cost of Electricity’ (LCOE)50. It is mistakenly believed RE has a 

competitive LCOE whereas low LCOE estimates are illusory. Sound economics, 

like comprehensive accounting, sees things differently. RE appears to be cheap 

when only the average cost of delivery into an extraneous system at or near the 

point of generation is considered. When all real costs are added, RE is neither 

affordable nor environmentally friendly. 

LCOE purports to be the expected cost of electricity delivered over the lifetime of 

a power source. However, the standard calculation omits, conceivably in bad faith, 

substantial costs such as the cost of grid integration and backup power when there 

is no wind or sun. 

Real cost is a function of an entire system – all that is involved in generating power 

and delivering it when and where it is required, not when and where it happens 

to be generated51.  

A similar example exists in information technology or IT. It is called total cost of 

ownership or TCO. This accounts for not just the purchase price but the upgrades, 

skills required to maintain, license arrangements, migration from and to legacy 

systems, future systems, when and how often upgrades are required, lifespan of 

the hardware et al. All related considerations must be taken into account, not just 

the direct and upfront costs of a myopically defined system or product. This is 

standard practice in IT – why not in energy? 

The LCOE approach is a classic example of ‘false economics’. What appears 

cheapest upfront is no free lunch. The idea is perfectly captured in the Dutch and 

Afrikaans saying that ‘goedkoop is duurkoop’ (cheap is expensive). 
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Economists and psychologists have observed deep psychological impulses whereby 

people anguish less about steady mortality rates than rare low mortality events. 

Encomiast Timothy Taylor cites studies to the effect that rare low-mortality events 

(eg plane crashes) generate much more media coverage than high mortality trends 

over time (eg industrial accidents)52.  

According to the World Health Organization (WHO) and others, the world has 

nearly 2.8 million workplace fatalities annually53. That exceeds the population of 

100 countries (Iceland, Swaziland, Latvia), and is about the same as some middle 

order countries (Botswana, Lithuania, Slovenia), awhile being half the population 

of some high profile countries (New Zealand, Ireland, Norway). Steady workplace 

carnage attracts little attention or fear. The Fukushima “nuclear disaster” has 

been one of the world’s biggest stories despite zero nuclear deaths. The earthquake 

and tsunami killed over 15,000 people. Other earthquakes that kill thousands of 

people are fairly common and attract much less attention. What makes 

Fukushima special appears to be the nuclear aspect.  

There are 1.2 million road deaths annually. Money diverted from nuclear safety, 

at virtually zero risk, to road safety could save many of those lives. Economist 

Tammy Tengs et al estimates that, with no increase in safety spending, money 

diverted from high to low cost safety would save 60,000 American lives annually54. 

Given extreme spending on nuclear safety, reduced nuclear spending would save 

more lives directly than any other reallocation. Cheaper energy would save 

additional lives in various ways. 

About three million deaths are expected from earthquakes this century. If the 

money spent on nuclear safety, which saves no known lives, were spent on 

earthquake safety, many of those lives could be saved55. Since earthquakes are 

common, only those with much carnage induce prominent media attention.  

An instructive New York Times study found 138 front page articles per airline 

death compared with two per homicide, and one twentieth per suicide or fatal car 

crashes. Car crashed kill 45,000 Americans annually compared with around 200 

for airline crashes. So why do people fear flying more than driving? No one knows 

for sure. One hypothesis is the “illusion of control”. People seem to fear what they 

think they can control more than what lies beyond their control. Maybe people 

believe that it is easier to control windmills or gas turbines than nuclear reactors. 

The evidence cautions against the illusion of control.  

A particularly instructive example of rare incidents generating more interest than 

common ones is shark attacks. According to the International Shark Attack File 

(ISAF), there were 439 fatal shark attacks worldwide between 1958 and 2016. 

There is an average of one fatal shark attack in the USA every two years56. Many 

more people die servicing or erecting windmills, yet shark attacks make the news. 
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A few shark attacks in 1916 generated hysteria. The government stepped in to end 

the “days of terror” by stamping out “shark horror”. People left safe seas and 

moved to riskier beaches.  

One of us (Louw) happened to be swimming beside a young girl, Julia Painting, 

during ‘Black December’ when there were a few shark attacks in South Africa. 

There was virtually no coverage of the fact that more people die driving to the 

beach than swimming in shark-infested waters. The government spent, and most 

governments still spend, vast sums on shark attack avoidance which could save 

many more lives in other directions. A casual call to the Durban police revealed 

that more people die or get injured on the beach of one city every year than in 

shark attacks, yet shark attacks capture the imagination.  

Anti-nuclear hysteria is a similar aberration. 

7.2 Economics on one word, TANTAAFL. 

Perhaps the most profound insight of economics, and arguably its only absolute 

‘law’, is that ‘There Ain’t No Such Thing As A Free Lunch” (TANSTAAFL)57. This 

truism is conceptually very simple yet almost impossible for people to remember 

or apply in the real world. If someone says at a dinner party that, “They should 

pay teachers more” try responding with “Oh, so you want more rapes and dead 

babies in pediatric units?” The purpose of the seemingly harsh question is to show 

that the speaker presumes an impossible ‘free lunch’: more for teachers without 

there being less for something else. Public funds are finite and limited by the size 

of the economy the taxpayer base. 

Nuclear safety is an extreme example of the free lunch fallacy. We did not find 

evidence of properly conducted nuclear safety cost-benefit analyses. It is almost 

impossible to know something as elementary as (a) how much safety does safety 

investment buy or (b) how much cheaper would power be if nuclear standards are 

lowered to the levels found in other contexts? Nor did we find studies on how much 

better off the environment would be if there were more nuclear and less of the 

alternatives.   

7.3 Digression into psychology 

If nuclear is so much safer than alternatives, why is there so much nuclear fear 

and hostility? Why are all decent and concerned people not demanding the 

diversion of nuclear safety budgets to cheaper high-yield alternatives?  

Various explanations populate the discourse. None, it seems, are evidence-based. 

Commonplace ‘explanations’ go something like this: because of Hiroshima and 

Nagasaki;, because of Chernobyl and Fukushima; because radiation is mysterious; 

because nuclear waste has a long half-life and so on.  

None of these stand up to scrutiny. Each has a counterpart not associated with 

irrational paranoia. There have been many gigantic explosions killing thousands 

of people. They did not result in anti dynamite, gas or chemical hysteria. Radiation 
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from nuclear accidents killed fewer people in 50 years than slipping on banana 

peels kills annually. Nuclear radiation is no more ‘mysterious’ than microwave 

ovens or radio waves. Nuclear radiation is used routinely on every hospital. The 

long half-life meme ignores the fact that a long half-live make nuclear safe, not 

dangerous. Short half-live radiation is dangerous for only short periods.  

Speculation regarding motives and perverse incentives arises due the to extent to 

which influential and politically-connected interests are involved and enriched at 

public expense. Risk-neutrality is achieved by surreal denialism of such 

elementary facts.  

Risk-seeking does not feature significantly in energy, except amongst people who 

might be aware of and turn a blind eye to the kinds of issues in the preceding list. 

At the other end of the value of life spectrum is nuclear energy which might be the 

world’s most extreme manifestation of risk-aversion. Between the two are hydro, 

solar, tidal, thermal, biomass, methane, gas, oil and coal.  

There is no justification for extreme nuclear risk aversion. It is simply presumed 

to be necessary because of a completely false assumption that safety is a free lunch. 

Reasons which we have encountered over many years range from simplistic to 

complex, and form monocausal to varied. One of the standard clichés is that 

nuclear paranoia can be ascribed to the explosion of two “atomic bombs” 

(Hiroshima and Nagasaki). The problem with this idea is that there have been 

many giant and devastating explosions, yet the substances involved remain in 

common usage.   

Another popular cliché is that radiation is “mysterious”. Other mysterious 

phenomena do not have comparable negative associations, such as background 

radiation, nuclear medicine, broadcasting, and the like.  

We have encountered political, social, historic, emotional, religious, paranoid, 

ideological and environmental explanations. Whatever the reasons might be, LNT 

informs extreme, almost unfathomable, risk aversion. We could not think of any 

other context in which more is invested to reduce risk than nuclear. The 

anticipated safety gain achieved by costly post-Fukushima safety improvements 

at South Africa’s Koeberg nuclear power station, for instance, is so miniscule that 

it is hard to describe. According to one of the people involved in determining the 

investment, it might save an average of one life per million or more years, if that58. 

It is, for practical purposes, zero.  

To put this in context, that amount invested in pediatric care could, with a high 

degree of certainty,  save a predictable number of babies lives annually. If spent 

on making roads safer, it would save a predictable number lives59. More police in 

dangerous precincts could save many lives, and curtail muggings and rapes.  
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Rational nuclear policy is risk-aversion comparable with other energy sources, and 

other contexts. For that to be the case, a lower safety threshold of 500 or more 

mSv/year would be appropriate. It could even be argued that minimal if not zero 

safety investment could be optimal in that the benefits of extremely cheap energy 

might outweigh the costs and risks of rare, even of predictable, nuclear events.  

It is accepted that there will be predictable health risks for every energy source. 

There will be casualties and fatalities in dam building and collapsed dam walls, in 

coal mining and transport, in producing, erecting and maintaining solar farms, 

and in producing, erecting and maintaining windfarms.  

7.4 Economics of risk 

All choices, such as how to generate power, entail not just predictable costs but 

elements of risk and uncertainty. Economists break these down into choices with 

predicable outcomes such as whether to buy pasta or pizza, and ones with high 

degrees of uncertainty such as whether to take an umbrella on a cloudy day.60  

Attitudes towards risk are “risk-neutral”, “risk-seeking” or “risk-averse”. Risk 

neutral behavior is indifferent regarding expected outcomes.  

Classic illustrations of these three will help those unfamiliar with the concepts to 

apply them to energy. Not bothering to vote due to indifference about who gets in 

is a risk-neutral choice. Investing pension savings in low-risk government bonds 

is risk-averse. Gambling is risk-seeking.  

Investment in RE tends to be risk-neutral regrading the environment. Few 

questions are asked or concerns raised by environmentally aware people about the 

environmental implications of wind farms for instance. Bird lovers are 

increasingly concerned about the mortality rate inflicted on specific bird species, 

some considered endangered or vulnerable. The mortality impact on some species 

of bats has been raised. But for the rest windfarms tend to be presumed benign.  

Windfarms occupy vast tracts of land; remove up to 30% of wind energy from the 

atmosphere; reduce the distribution of pollens, insects, butterflies, moths, seeds 

and the like, require networks of maintenance and construction roads to every 

windmill; lengthy underground or overhead powerlines with unknown 

electromagnetic impacts on subterranean life; are typically built on pristine 

ridges, farmland and environmentally fragile shallow oceans; require open-cast 

and deep-level mining for millions of tons of materials; require a complex supply 

chain of heavy and light industries to turn materials into towers higher than 

highrise buildings and generators bigger than and heavier than cars; blades 

moving at hundreds of mile per hour, complex and costly backup systems etc.  

In other words, rational long-term nuclear energy policy would have the effect of 

lowering the cost of nuclear energy to presently unimaginable levels. It would 

provide the world, especially the populace of poor countries, with energy that 

would raise living standards faster than virtually any other policy reform. 
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Naturally, we are realistic. We realise that extreme, albeit economically rational, 

safety reductions are not likely to happen soon, especially not in the post 

Fukushima world in which insane amounts are being wasted on putative safety 

derived from the much vaunted “lessons we learned from Fukushima”. The real 

lesson to be learned from Fukushima, and even Chernobyl, is that massively 

disproportionate investments are already invested nuclear safety, that nuclear 

has been shown by these “disasters” to be too safe according to rational criteria, 

just as a one mile per hour vehicle speed limit would be too safe by any rational 

analysis. This insight is developed in the discussion below, on the economics of 

nuclear safety.  

In short, even if LNT is scientifically accurate, the zero risk approach applied to 

nuclear would not be rational. This is so not only because nothing remotely like it 

occurs in related areas of life, but because the cost of extreme risk aversion 

disproportionately exceeds expected benefits. 

LNT has the effect of distorting the energy mix. There is a rational place in the 

energy mix for or all or most energy sources. The problem is that the energy mix 

is biased against nuclear at great cost to humanity. This paper hopes to contribute 

to redressing the balance.  

Since this paper is intended for a wide variety of audiences issues are explained 

in lay language before considering the negative impacts of LNT. LNT is 

characterized by false economics and negative impacts on human and 

environmental well-being. 

7.5 Risk comparisons & economic trade-offs? 

What is the value of life in different contexts: nuclear, transport, mining, health 

care, manufacturing, whatever? It is known, for instance, how many lives are 

likely to be saved in health care or mining by a one million dollar safety 

investment. A road engineer knows that a million dollars spent on an intersection 

is likely to save, say, one life annually.  

The question economics asks and can answer on many cases is: how much “society” 

values health and safety benefits in various contexts? To economists, despite 

widespread misconceptions, costs are not pecuniary. The simple way to lower road 

fatalities to zero is to have a simple governor in every vehicle that limits its 

maximum speed to one mile per hour. There will be multiple costs. Social, 

convenience, inefficiency, lifestyle, health and other impacts will be extreme.  

Why in a country with, say 5000 road deaths annually, does the government 

impose a higher limit? In many places there are even minimum speed limits; 

vehicles must exceeded specified minima to avoid causing congestion, pollution, 

slow deliveries and the like. As the speed limit is raised above one, the number of 

expected fatalities rises. We do not want to repeat the LNT fallacy here so we point 

out that there is no linear no-threshold straight line between the speed at which 
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there are zero deaths and 100% (all motorists being killed on their first journey). 

What societies do by default is to seek sensible trade-offs between the benefits of 

taking risks and the costs of safety. Implicit life values vary substantially, but 

nothing approaches the extreme implicit value of life in response to LNT. 

7.6 Cumulative Cost of the Application of LNT to Nuclear Power  

One way to assess the cost of nuclear safety is to consider the cost of zero safety: a 

reactor built merely to deliver energy at the minimum base energy cost. What 

should be known before investment in safety is added is if starting at zero, how 

much safety each unit of investment adds? Inevitably there are diminishing 

returns. If zero safety is expected to result in occasional disasters, the question is 

how would aggregate mortality and disease rates over time compare with (a) 

alternative energy choices and (b) safety costs in other contexts of life? 

If it turns out that the nuclear industry spends, and it is required by law to spend, 

more per quantum of safety than is done in the context of other energy choices, or 

in any other aspect of life then this is irrational. There should be safety 

equivalence. Safety regulators should presume civilian life to have similar values 

in all contexts. 

Figure 9: Savings in reactor construction without LNT 

 

Source: Conca (ibid) 

Excess nuclear safety appears to inflate energy costs by half a trillion dollars in 

the USA and a trillion dollars worldwide according to Conca. Since we did not find 

evidence-based estimates indicating the rate of diminishing returns on nuclear 

safety investment, we consulted nuclear physicists and engineers. We were told 

that zero safety would reduce the cost of nuclear energy by well over 90%. More 

realistic reductions to levels consistent with other contexts were guessed at 

something like a 50% cost saving. Actuarially accurate numbers should be 
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calculated. Safety investment above that yields rapidly diminishing returns 

towards the vanishing point.  

Michael Crichton explained in his scientific novel State of Fear61 "The 

'precautionary principle', properly applied, forbids the precautionary principle." 

Why this is not obvious to PP advocates is baffling. The PP obviously has risks. An 

obvious risk of caution is the loss of would-be benefits. If you avoid the risk of 

travel, you incur the risk, if not the certainty, of losing the benefits of travel. Being 

cautious is costly … and risky. Many risks (costs) are unknown, such as 

opportunity cost, and the lack of innovation implied by the PP.  

In this context, economists also stress the importance of uncertainty (the 

‘uncertainty principle’). Without elaborating to the extent appropriate to making 

energy choices, no one knows what the future holds. That is one reason why an 

‘energy mix’ is appropriate, and why nuclear should be a significant and growing 

proportion of the mix. 

Unlike prevailing radical chic assumptions informing the PP, rational economics 

demands that trade-offs be weighed against each other and that expected benefits 

of cheap energy must be weighed against the expected benefits of risk-avoidance. 

LNT has not received much attention from economists, so cost-benefit analyses of 

nuclear safety are hard to find. Some studies suggest that nuclear medicine might 

cause cancer. The PP implies that these and other risky procedures should be 

abandoned. The PP considered in almost any context makes no sense. Our view is 

that it should be abandoned in toto. The world should return to the rational 

weighing up of costs and benefits.  

7.7 The Precautionary Principle (PP) 

One of the most seductive arguments for retaining LNT is the so-called 

‘precautionary principle’. Various economists have exposed the fallacy of assuming 

caution to be a ‘free lunch’62,63. It is not. In nuclear it is an insanely costly lunch. 

Making that observation must not be confused with dismissing the importance of 

caution completely. Rational applications of the principle are obvious from the 

need for brakes on cars to medical insurance.  

The problem is that the concept is usually used as an excuse for anything and 

everything, regardless of cost, that has a remote chance of avoiding risk. It is 

usually applied without regard to trade-offs and costs as is the case regarding 

LNT.    

Medical, safety and health (into which LNT falls) seem especially prone to herding 

behavior and information cascades. A seminal example was the belief that peptic 

ulcers are caused by stress and spicy foods. To this day the fallacy is taught in 

medical schools and repeated by physicians despite the fact that in the early 1980s 

Barry Marshall and Robin Warren discovered the real cause to be the helicobacter 
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pylori bacterium. For years their work was ignored or mocked. In desperation 

Warren infected himself and cured it with antibiotics. Eventually, in 2005, they 

were honored with the Nobel Prize. 

The Y2K scare mesmerized thousands of supposed geniuses in the computer world. 

They went around explaining the problem as if they understood it. In a bizarre 

version of the precautionary principle, massive sums were spent in anticipation of 

the final non-event.   

During the 1970s a supposed expert who many till take seriously, Paul Erlich, 

assured the world with supposed scientific certainty that mass starvation and the 

collapse of civilization were inevitable unless extreme despotic measures of the 

LNT kind were implemented forthwith. Such august organizations as the Sierra 

Club and the Club of Rome shepherded the herd by spewing ‘limits to growth’ junk-

science into the information cascade.  

In the radiation context, Lord Kelvin. President of the Royal Society (1890-1895) 

delayed the widespread use of x-rays by cascading the belief that x-rays were a 

hoax.  

One of the most shocking examples of LNT-like ‘belief perseverance’ was the 

established view that ‘four humours’ called dyscrasia64 inflicted and infected 

patients, especially women during childbirth for which the treatment was 

bloodletting. Medical texts emphasized that each case of dyscrasia was unique, the 

result of a personal imbalance, and that the task of medical professionals was to 

resolve each situation uniquely. 

Hungarian researcher Ignác Semmelweis showed that the problem was germ 

infection due to insufficient hygiene. Doctors and academics were outraged that 

he accused them of being dirty and thus being a leading cause of disease and death. 

Semmelweis suffered a nervous breakdown. He was committed to an asylum 

where he was beaten by guards and died.  

Thalidomide was another example of health herding, and so was the American 

‘sub-prime’ mortgage crisis an example of market of herding. 

7.8 Herding, the crowd and information cascades 

Economists might have the best explanation for the tenacious endurance of 

something as manifestly irrational as LNT. David Hirschleifer65 developed a 

widely acclaimed theory  ‘information cascades”66. It describes the phenomenon 

whereby one or a few experts advance an idea. Other experts, assuming it be 

sound, endorse and repeat it. More, in turn, assume that endorsement by so many 

experts means it must be well founded and true. In due course, it becomes  the 

established view. An illusion arises according to which it seems as if the idea is 
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based on solid foundations of science, research and rigorous analysis. In truth, it 

may be the questionable view is a single person.  

Once it is taught and perpetuated by the general body of experts, it is extremely 

difficult to break because of all the egos, investments and reputations built on it. 

A related behavioral economics and psychology phenomenon is ‘herding’, or ‘herd 

behavior’. Philosophers Søren Kierkegaard and Friedrich Nietzsche were early 

critics of ‘the crowd’, ‘herd morality’ and ‘herding instinct’. Schopenhauer 

described it as a process whereby  ‘universal opinion’ is formed. Nobel laureates, 

Vernon Smith, Amos Tversky, Daniel Kahneman, and Robert Shiller developed 

modern variations of the idea to explain seemingly irrational behaviour of 

investors during ‘bubbles’.67   

7.9 Nuclear irrationality 

The nuclear industry operates as if the ideal radiation “speed limit” (to use the 

road safety analogy from above) is virtually zero. Nuclear physicists, engineers 

and policy makers take it for granted that no cost is to be spared to improve safety. 

By having a zero nuclear risk policy by implication some countries impose an 

infinite price on nuclear safety. In effect, they say that in everything else human 

lives are worth, say, one million dollars but when it comes to nuclear then they 

have infinite value.  

Countries with nuclear power apply strict International Atomic Energy Agency 

(IAEA) and Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) standards, thereby effectively valuing 

lives at spectacularly high rates, far higher than lives generally. We did not find a 

systematic estimate of how much nuclear safety costs. We assume that they exist 

but we did not find them. We tried to make crude estimates by asking nuclear 

physicists and engineers how much less a nuclear power plant would cost with 

zero spent on safety compared with a “generation 3” plant. Informed estimates 

varied wildly from one hundredth to one tenth. 

A rational economics analysis, ie an analysis that will enable role-players to make 

rational decisions, would be, for instance, that the “pure” (zero safety) production 

of nuclear power might cost say 20ȼ per kwh. It might be estimated, for purposes 

of illustration, that here would be one Chernobyl level ‘nuclear disaster’ per decade 

with perhaps 100 premature fatalities.   

At the other hypothetical extreme, a generation 3 plant costing 100 times more 

can provide power for $1 per kwh. Maybe the expected fatality rate of Gen3 plants 

is 100 every 100 years, ie one per year on average. All could occur in a single 

incident. 

Since safety expenditure entails diminishing returns, 50% safety might cost, say, 

25% of Gen3 safety. If so, reducing the cost of nuclear safety could increase 

expected mortality by an additional 100 lives. The benefits of much cheaper power 

will come at a relatively low cost. The earliest crudest and cheapest safety saves 

more lives per dollar than higher-end higher-cost safety. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/S%C3%B8ren_Kierkegaard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Friedrich_Nietzsche
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A completely rational argument that ignores anti-nuclear fundamentalism could 

be that zero nuclear safety is consistent with safety in other contexts. A rational 

and political palatable case can be made for lowering safety standards and costs 

by 50% or more. That would make nuclear energy by far the cheapest and most 

reliable energy source. 

7.10 The rational nuclear safety policy  

Economics enables people to weight costs against benefits. It is a tool to determine 

whether nuclear benefits outweigh costs when everything is taken into account. 

Most people assume that someone somewhere has made the necessary assessment 

of costs and benefits. It is assumed that what is spent on nuclear safety is justified 

by the safety benefits bought. On the contrary, no such assessment has been made 

and no one knows what the real trade-offs are.  

Just as economics can establish a theoretically ideal speed limit, it can, with 

nuclear exerts, determine ideal nuclear safety.  

7.11 The value of a life 

Estimates of the implicit “value” of human lives in various contexts have been 

made68. Placing a monetary value on life seems callous. Yet, in virtually every 

aspect of life, lives are implicitly valued. For example, in countries with socialized 

national health, government health policy entails policy decisions according to 

which expenditure determines how many lives are saved or sacrificed. It is known 

with relative certainty that spending $X million on medical specialists, facilities 

or equipment will save (technically extend) Y number of lives. When the marginal 

cost of saving a life gets too high then a known number of people are left to die.  

The US government decides every year how many people to sacrifice in return for 

the benefits of expeditious travel on roads. It knows that next year will be much 

like last year in which there were about five and half million crashes, over 32,000 

fatalities, over 2.2 million injuries. About 2,000 children die in crashes annually. 

Why does it do this when it is easy to reduce fatalities and probably even collisions 

to zero? All that is needed is to reduce the speed limit to one km/hr. The point is 

that life is not considered sufficiently valuable to do so. Nor is life valuable enough 

to lower the limit to whatever would save 20,000, 5,000 or even 1,000 lives. Lives 

are not considered valuable enough to lose the benefits of faster travel. 

A road engineer has to decide how much to spend on building an intersection. The 

engineer knows that a given sum spent on an intersection is likely to coincide with 

a predictable number of fatalities, and that a more elaborate intersection is likely 

to have fewer fatalities. At some point it is decided that the cost of avoiding one 

more fatality is too high. Another life is just not worth that much. Or that amount 

spent in another direction might save more lives. Or, perhaps, that spending that 

sum in another way, say on airline safety, or education, is preferable.  
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Economists apply various techniques to value life. One method is to look at how 

much is spent to save a life. Another is life insurance payouts. Life insurance gives 

the impression that some lives are worth more than others. One way to value life 

is the expected income. This obviously places a very direct monetary value on life 

with which many people would be uncomfortable. Courts are often required to 

value, not just lives, but body parts. Over the years courts in different countries 

have developed tables for damages or compensation for the loss of, say, a leg, 

finger, eye or life. 

James Conca has published various controversial papers and articles, some of 

which have addressed the question of life value. In Radiation and the Value of a 

Human Life69 he puts it bluntly: “We could save 25 million lives in Africa for the 

cost of saving one theoretical life from low-levels of radioactivity. This is nuts. And 

it creates an ethical dilemma we have not yet faced up to.” His assumption is that 

the implicit value of life in nuclear safety is generous. He cites sources to the effect 

that “$2.5 billion is the amount we spend to save a single theoretical human life 

based on LNT” and adds that “it is doubtful we have saved any lives at these 

levels.” 

He cites some other implicit value-of-life numbers such as the EPA which values 

human lives at $7 million compared to health care which values lives at $316,000.  

In a personal communication with a civil engineer specializing not just in roads, 

but in transport policy generally70 We asked him to estimate the number of lives 

that would be saved for every $1 billion dollars extra spent on designing roads to 

be safer. His informed “guestimate” – no more than that – was that it could be as 

many as 1000. If so, that would place the implicit value of lives in road design at 

about $1 million each. If we assume it to be a tenth of that number, we have $2.5 

billion in nuclear safety wasted on LNT versus $10 million that could be much 

more productively invested in roads no matter how conservatively we trim his 

estimate.  

By virtue of the failure to subject LNT and nuclear safety generally to standard 

economic analysis, the nuclear industry places a higher value on life than fond in 

any other context for which there are estimates. Nuclear is a case of forced false 

economics to spend more – much more – per life saved than is done in any other 

field of human endeavor.  

Excessive and counter-productive costs imposed on nuclear do not end there. 

Immense costs are imposed to avoid non-fatal harm to people, animals and the 

environment. Even if low-dose radiation entails minimal risk, which the evidence 

suggests it does not, the point at which significant risk kick-in is not known. The 

data suggests that radiation from zero to something like 100 mSv is beneficial. 
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Between 1oo mSv and 600 mSv is apparently harmless. The evidence suggests 

that radiation might inflict significant harm at rates exceeding 1000 mSv.  

Economic analysis is not just concerned with an annual dose – the standard 

measure – spread evenly over a year, but also with time-based trade-offs; what 

dosage is harmful if concentrated into a week, day, hour or minute? It does not 

help to know how much radiation is safe, if spread evenly (eg natural background 

radiation) over a lifetime, when that amount of radiation in one hour would be 

deadly.  

One of the fatal LNT flaws is its failure to make this distinction. It presupposes a 

uniform exposure over a year. It is perfectly safe to visit the Chernobyl or 

Fukushima sites for a few hours at radiation levels which, if applied for a year, 

might be unhealthy, but still not fatal.  

In short, LNT is essentially worthless and should be replaced by a realistic two 

dimensional table or chart from which it must be possible to determine how much, 

if any, harm there will be at a given radiation rate for a given period. In other 

words, there must be three dimensions: time, harm and dosage.  

Time should be from zero to 100 years. Dosage should be from zero to radiation 

levels expected in a reactor core. A correct reading of the chart or table should be 

hormetic, that it should indicate increasing benefits from zero radiation upwards 

to a point where benefits decline to a point where harm starts occurring. The 

turning points will vary widely depending on where one of these variables 

intersects the other two. Given the total absence of any such sophistication or 

science in LNT it is hard to be more charitable than to call it nonsense. 

A case could be made for returning to the ALARA approach. Like LNT, it is 

economically unsound (because, as originally applied, it underestimated the social 

and social and financial cost of safety), but not as profoundly unscientifically.   

Higher levels of radiation for short periods, such as experienced by pilots and flight 

attendants, are harmless regardless of how often they fly. Those levels without 

breaks for a week may be unhealthy. If they continue unabated for one month, 

they might be serious. 

8 NUCLEAR, ITS OWN WORST ENEMY? 

This section of this paper suggests that efforts by the nuclear industry and experts 

to improve nuclear safety and assure the public that they have done so may be 

counter-productive. It suggests firstly, that nuclear is already too safe in that the 

cost of safety far exceeds the benefits and that it is a disproportionate cost 

compared with safety costs and concerns in other contexts. 
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By way of illustration imagine consider transport options. Realistic options for 

travel in this experiment are car, bus, train, plane or boat. All except one offers 

low prices, comfort, flexibility, great destinations, good service and punctuality. 

The conspicuous odd one incessantly assures the public that it is now safer than 

before; that it has new safer methods of construction; that it carefully studied 

previous crashes; that from the lessons it learned it added safety features 

previously not though of and that it did so at great cost. In fact, it implies 

incorrectly that nuclear is inherently so ominous and dangerous that most of the 

cost of nuclear energy, medicine, sterilization and other benefits must be devoted, 

not to necessary technology, but protecting people from catastrophe permanently 

lurking beneath the surface.  

Which mode or modes will the people generally consider safe?  

8.1 Negative imaging, priming and framing 

The counterproductivity of negative “priming” has been addressed by various 

scholars especially psychologists. “Negative Imaging” and related theories boil 

down to the effect of creating negative images and associations subliminally. In 

the transport model above negatives associations and images over-ride whatever 

positive and even totally accurate substance there might be in the safety 

messaging.  

The “distractor inhibition model” raises the specter of negative images inhibiting 

positive aspects. Scholars also identify “negative priming effects”, namely the 

effect of “priming” people with negative thoughts even when the overall purpose 

is to communicate positives.  

The absence of nuclear-specific studies poses many problems for the industry. A 

multi-billion industry has been beating the safety drum incessantly without ever 

researching the effect. What evidence is available suggests that it is counter-

productive. 

We suggest beating a different drum, one that associates nuclear with something 

popular such as preventing global warming, reducing greenhouse gas, protecting 

pristine environments from detraction by gargantuan wind and solar farms.  

Pro-nuclear framing should be ‘warm and fuzzy’. It should appeal to ‘bunny 

huggers’. It is, after all, the only way to combine long-term progress with 

environmentally friendly and sufficient reliable supply. 

8.2 Lessons from “nuclear disasters” 

Perhaps the most bizarre and perverse aspect of nuclear safety is the industry’s 

response to disasters and incidents. A common refrain in conferences and 

submissions to governments goes something like this. Based on the “lessons we 

have learned from <here insert any accident or incident> we have new (very 

expensive) ways to make nuclear safe.” 

What is the real lesson learned form Fukushima, Chernobyl, SL-1, Windscale, 

Three Mile Island and others is that nuclear turns out to be much safer than even 
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its staunchest protagonists realized. Mot people can name only a few nuclear 

accidents and incidents, but there have been many71. What this is testimony to 

nuclear safety rather than risk is very simple and obvious. Multiple events have 

entailed virtually no loss of life and minimal environmental damage. All the 

alternatives, however, have had many more events, with much more loss of life 

and environmental destruction. Accidents in mining, processing, manufacturing, 

transporting, erecting and maintaining gas turbines, hydroelectric dams, and 

windfarms, for instance, are so commonplace that they are rarely mentioned.    

Fukushima was not a nuclear disaster: it was a nuclear triumph. The earthquake 

and tsunami were ghastly tragedies that killed over 15,000 people. Despite all the 

damage to the reactor, including meltdowns and explosions, nuclear radiation 

harmed no one. There could not have been a more perfect vindication of nuclear 

power tan Fukushima.   

It was like a giant controlled experiment to find out how safe nuclear power is, 

and it turned out to be safer than anyone expected. Engineers, physicists and 

researchers could not have asked for more. Here we have an old first generation 

power plant approaching decommissioning hit by the worst than nature can throw 

at an old power station without improved second generation safety, and nuclear 

radiation. The evacuation killed over 1000 people. The earthquake and tsunami 

killed over 15,000 people.  

So far zero casualties have been identified. Domestic animals were left in the 

evacuation area, They appear to be unharmed. Billions liters of highly reactive 

water were pumped into the sea. A few scarcely detectable mutations disappeared 

by the second of third generation. A WHO report speculates that a few children 

might have a slightly heightened risk of leukemia or thyroid cancer in later life. 

According to the Japanese government, that fear is unfounded. 

8.3 Green 

Let us return to transport choices, cars, planes, boats, buses and planes. Now we 

add a different variable: the climate of opinion. Most people and governments 

believe that there is negative climate change caused by the transport sector. Some 

energy options (especially wind and solar) are presumed to be fit for proverbial 

bunny huggers. They are paraded as  environmentally benign and getting cheaper 

by the day. Neither is true.  

In striking contrast, traditional alternatives (coal, oil, gas) are presented the 

industries themselves as inherently toxic but are going to great lengths to ‘clean 

up their act..  

One of the options is by a huge margin the greenest but what emanates from the 

industry tends to be feeble and obscured by incessant protestations of safety.  

Which transport choices (called modes) will governments support and subsidize? 

Which will environmentally aware commuters choose?   

Consider a world in which nuclear never mentions safety again, in which nuclear 

costs tumble due to safety being retuned to realistic levels and in which nuclear 
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seizes the moral high ground regarding resource depletion, environmental 

destruction, conservation of land, protection of precious birds, ultimate 

sustainability and the like.  

The industry could easily be “cool” and “trendy”. Instead of stark domes and 

surrounding buildings, their domes could depict artsy natural scenes and 

landscapes. Their surroundings could be mini game and nature reserves.  

 

9 CONCLUSIONS 

For the reasons stated, we propose that: 

1. The nuclear industry should insist on the abandonment of the irrational, 

unscientific and prohibitively costly LNT notion.  

2. It should stop adding safety features and call for what there is to be rolled 

back with a view to cost-reduction without significantly higher risk.  

3. LNT, LARA, the Precautionary Principle and related irrational concepts 

should be lampooned as anti-science relics of primitive herding behavior.  

4. Since there are clearly thresholds, and since everyone knows it, LNT junk-

science should be replaced by a rational threshold-based model. 

5. Disproportionate and perverse impacts of irrational safety costs on the poor 

should be made known.  

6. Radiation risk ought to be properly quantified by way of a rational science-

based two dimensional matrix. 

7. What nuclear spends on safety should be reduced substantially to bring it 

into line with other contexts and energy choices.  

8. Experts should speak of Nuclear as if safety is a settled matter no longer in 

need of serious consideration72. 

9. The idea that nuclear is dead ought to countered with facts: that 450 nuclear 

power reactors are operating in 30 countries with a combined capacity of 

about 400 GWe providing 11% of the world's electricity73. About 50 power 

reactors are under construction in 13 countries, notably China, India, UAE 

and Russia. About 150 power reactors with a total gross capacity of about 

160,000 MWe are on order or planned, and about 300 more are proposed.  

10. Most reactors currently planned are in fast-growing Asian economies with 

rapidly rising electricity demand. 

In short, it should be said boldly, unambiguously and proudly that nuclear is 

by far the safest, cheapest, most environmentally friendly, most renewable and 

sustainable, most benign, and most reliable long-term energy source. 
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